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Karla’s Korner
Dear Valued K & K Partners,
It was great seeing everyone at our
‘Valued Partner’ User Meeting &
Conference held at the French Lick
Springs Hotel from July 16-18th.
Thanks to our outside speakers for
their excellent presentations and
to you, our Valued Partners, for
making the conference a success
(and thanks for your feedback). I
thoroughly enjoyed talking with
many of you at our Partner Appreciation dinner on Tuesday evening.
As always, many thanks for being
a ‘Valued’ Energy-Force Partner.

Karla
Boyd McGathey, WESROC
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Curt, Shannon, Brandy, Jennifer, Carol, Ryan, Tessy, Josh, Emily

““Great educational weekend!
Enjoyed meeting all of the K & K staff.”

like Service Orders/schedule date/Request By.
Looking forward to update/change!”

It was the best meeting so far.
Loved the ‘hands-on’ with Tessy.”

“It was very valuable and met my expectations”

“I always learn something and the best benefit
is the networking with other marketers.”
You have a wonderful staff that is so customer
oriented and always a pleasure to talk and
spend time with all of them.“
“Fantastic location!! I had no idea anything like
that was in French Lick. An extremely beautiful
place and I'm glad I was able to see and experience it. That being said I thought St. Louis was
great and so was Indianapolis. All three offered
things to see and do outside of the meetings.”

I think the location of where you hold your meetings adds to the enjoyment of the event and
brings people together. I hope you continue to
find new and interesting places to get together.”
“The support team was awesome. It was great to
meet the person on the other end of the phone
when getting help or with questions.”
“Gathering ideas and suggestions was a great
help on how to improve all aspects of our company. Thank you all for a job well done. I know
personally I was able to walk away with
a lot of knowledge.”

“The most amazing place. It had everything you
would ever need or want to see. It was nice putting faces to the new K & K group. Everyone was
very nice and friendly and helpful when needed.”

“The conference met our needs and expectations.“

“It was great meeting all of the team new and
existing! Can't wait to see what the next user
meeting has on the agenda!”

“We had so much fun!!!
The K & K staff feels like family to us. Very
friendly and helpful with anything you need.”

“I learned a lot of information on what is changing and new ways of doing things.”
“Very good conference and the hotel was great.
Job well done Karla and team.”

“It was nice to listen to what works and
what doesn't from other users. More
round table talks on how other users do
things would be nice.”
“The meeting and conference met needs and
expectations. Was very happy with
collaboration from the team and attendees.
Great group to get together with.”
“Always leave with new ideas.”

“It is always good to get refreshers. Sometimes
it is amazing the things Energy-Force can do
that you forget about.”
“Very informative.”
“I found it to be very beneficial.”
“Enjoyed Energy-Force University.”
“Great job. Thank you.”

“Beautiful amazing place”

“Everyone leaves having met someone new, or
made a new friend or network. The location helps
hold a memory to the event making it special.”

“A lot of great info! I enjoyed the sessions, learned
lots of useful info. Also felt I was heard when it
comes to needing updates on basic daily tasks

“So much fun!
The Stables dinner was amazing!!
The hotel was beautiful.“
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